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Book condition
Condition ratings take account of the age of the book as well as its ‘absolute’
condition. Thus, a 20-year old book graded VG would be in better overall
condition than a 100-year old book graded similarly, I tend to be ‘severe’ as
regards gradings – I would prefer that a book was better than you expected,
not worse. The descriptions are not fully detailed, but generally list defects
which can easily make a book sound as if it is in worse condition than it really
is. However, the combination of the grading and any specific comments
should give a reasonable idea of the book. That said, feel free to get in touch
and ask for further details of any book. If no comment is made about the
inside of a book it is bright and clean.
I am always happy to talk (some would say endlessly!) about books and all
things John Buchan.
Books
F
Fine – almost as good as new. Any defects will be of a very minor,
and almost imperceptible, nature.
VG
Very good – in good sound condition commensurate with its age and
with gentle use. The corners will probably be lightly rubbed, there
may be intermittent light foxing, and the spine is likely to be lightly
rubbed at the ends. The edges of the text block will probably be
foxed. If the spine is faded or there is a bookplate or an inscription
the book will be downgraded to VG-. Similarly, a book in exceptional,
but not fine, condition, would be graded VG+.
G
Good – a well-used old friend. Faded spine, wear and handling stains,
a loose binding, foxed/browned pages are all likely. However, the
book should be complete. If there is only one or two of these defects
the grading will be G+.
P
Poor – Well-ravaged rather than well-used. Major defects will be
present and highlighted in the description.
Dustwrapper (d/w) – also known as dustjacket (d/j) in many parts of the
world.
F
as above.
VG
Clean and bright and free from tears or missing pieces. There may be
rubbing/light wear at the corners and round the edges. and it may be
price-clipped. If there are some closed tears and wear/sun fading of
the spine the grading will be VG-.

G

P

Ragged and worn around the edges and possibly some small pieces
(chips) missing. G+ would signify reasonable rather than worn in
overall appearance.
Major defects such as large pieces missing, severe sun-fading or very
dirty/stained.

Book descriptions – other terms
Bumped and rubbed – corners bumped rubbed.
Ex-lib - book which was formerly in a public or circulating library and thus
may have various stamps and labels on the preliminaries and may have the
occasional rubber stamp within the main body of the book.
EPP – endpapers (FEPP – front; REPP – rear)
Inscribed (or inscr.) – for the sake of brevity this covers anything written in
the preliminaries whether simply an owner’s signature or a lengthy
presentation inscription.
o/w - otherwise
Sl – slight or slightly, depending on context.
T of E—Teaching of English
Numbers in the format Axx, Bxx or Cxx are the reference number of the title
in question in Blanchard: The First Editions of John Buchan: A Collector’s
Bibliography.

Books for disposal
I am always interested in acquiring good quality Buchan material. My aim is
to offer a fair price for any books, generally higher than other dealers.
Additionally if, when cataloguing books, I discover that the value is higher
than my original estimate for some reason I will make an additional payment.
If, however, a book is worth less than my estimate that is my problem!

Valuations
A recent query alerted me to the fact that insurance companies are becoming
more fussy about valuations for items covered. If you have a valuable
collection of books are you sure they are fully insured? If a written valuation
is required based on information supplied by you I am able to supply one for
a fee of 0.4% (+ VAT) of the valuation. Thus, a valuation of a collection worth
£10000 would cost £40 + VAT. Similarly, probate valuations can be supplied.
If a visit to inspect and value books was required any fee and expenses would
be arrived at by prior negotiation. This service is not restricted to Buchan
titles.
NB Please note that this catalogue lists only a small fraction of my current
stock and concentrates, though not exclusively, on stock acquired since the
last catalogue. In particular, I have many other copies of the books listed at
varying prices so please enquire if there is anything you are specifically
looking for. All prices in GNP (abbreviated £)
John Buchan fiction in first edition
UK first edn except where indicated.
Sir Quixote of the Moors (TU) 1895 A2 (US edn A3)
Decorated black cloth. Variants exist of the colour and the title on the spine.
9219 VG- Rare light brown binding. Red bricks, yellow flowers, light brown
stems on F. Short title on F and spine. Bright colours on F, patchy fading to R.
Rubbed corners. VG internally except fly-leaf & next leaf foxed.
£350
9284 VG- Full title on spine, short on front. VG but for lightly rubbed corners.
VG inside but F hinge starting to crack. Pasted inside the F cover is a sheet of
paper signed by JB and the fly-leaf is signed “B Consitt Boulter Novr 1897”.
Boulter was a close college friend of JB.
£500
9286 VG- Scarce red cloth variant with short title on spine. Orange bricks,

red and yellow flowers, green and red stems. black cross-hatched
border on F.
£250
9287 VG- Variant binding. Black cloth, orange bricks, black flower stems, no
cross-hatched border. Top corners lightly bumped. Occasional light foxing. VG
otherwise.
£250

Scholar Gipsies (BH) 1896 A4.
Decorated beige cloth, dark brown spine.
9192 VG in copy d/w. Lightly rubbed corners, o/w VG. Generally VG internally
but F hinge cracked. Bookplate & inscr. Copy d/w rather greenish.
£150
The Pilgrim Fathers (BH Blackwell) 1898. A6. Newdigate prize poem. Grey
paper covers.
9356 Hint of browning at the edges of the covers, which also have a few
small, brown spots. Excellent o/w.
£350
John Burnet of Barns (BH) 1898, A7. Patterned green cloth.
8983 VG Spine not faded and binding undamaged. Lightly foxed endpapers.
Inscribed + bookseller’s label.
£180
Grey Weather (BH) 1899 A9. Patterned green cloth.
6228 VG- in private binding. Speckled green & black cloth. Spine ends rubbed
and corners bumped. Small split on outer edge of the F. Occasional very light
foxing. Circulating lib label on R paste-down and remnants of label on F. £150
A Lost Lady of Old Years (BH) 1899 A10. Patterned green cloth.
8935 VG Spine faded but retains some green colour. F top corner lightly
bumped. EPP partly browned/foxed. Half-title has a small black mark. £250
The Half-Hearted (Isbister) 1900 A11. Pictorial khaki cloth. Later issue in
olive green cloth. Variant colours exist.
6569 VG- Colonial first (Geo Bell & Sons). Red cloth. Spine faded and has sl
wear at the foot. Some stains. Bright internally.
£150
The Watcher by the Threshold (WB) 1902 A13
Pictorial blue cloth. US edn. 1918 A14 (GD) has different selection.
7493 VG- Spine darkened and extremities rubbed. Illustration on F
undamaged. Occasional brown spots and lightly browned EPP.
£450
A Lodge in the Wilderness (WB) 1906 A17. Blue-green cloth.
7354 VG+ Exceptionally bright. Hint of rubbing at corners and spine ends.
Tiny spot near the foot of the spine. Intermittent light foxing. Inscribed. An
outstanding copy.
£500
Prester John (TN) 1910 A21. Green cloth, title on white enamel (easily
rubbed away). Later issue in patterned blue cloth.
8990 VG- Scattered white-ish marks and rubbed corners. Much of white
enamel & gold leaf worn away. Binding slightly shaky. Bookplate
£23
9187 Spine a little darkened and some scuff marks. Excellent inside.
£50

The Moon Endureth (WB) 1912 A24. Dark grey cloth. Silver ‘moon’.
9278 VG- First US edn. (A24 note). Sturgis & Walton. Corners & spine ends
rubbed. One corner bumped. F hinge cracked.
£50
Salute to Adventurers (TN) 1915 A30. Olive cloth.
8991 VG Hint of rubbing at the corners but o/w VG throughout. Small
bookplate.
£50
9200 VG- Corners & spine ends rubbed. Sl cocked. Small stain on F. VG
internally.
£40
9283 VG Lightly rubbed spine ends. Sl cocked.
£50
The Thirty-Nine Steps (WB) 1915 A32. Blue cloth. Cheaply produced – paper
browns easily.
6186 G+ Spine and adjacent areas faded. One corner bumped. Some stains
on the F. Margins browned. R hinge cracking but binding firm.
£225
The Power-House (WB) 1916 A35. Red cloth. Cheaply produced - cloth very
prone to fading and paper to severe browning.
9003 VG- faded spine. Stains on rear cover. R hinge cracked but binding firm.
Margins browned and black mark on margin of one leaf. Bookplate/inscr. £20
9204 VG- with copy d/w. Spine faded as are adjacent areas of the boards.
New endpapers. Margins browned & occasional brown spots. Facsimile
dustwrapper.
£40
Greenmantle (HS) 1916 A38
Blind stamped cloth. Various colours—no precedence established.
9170 G+ Dark blue cloth. Worn extremities and one-inch split in front joint.
Some scuff marks. Early leaves foxed, occasional brown spots. Hinges cracked
but binding quite firm.
£25
Poems Scots and English (TC & EC Jack) 1917 A43 Dark blue cloth.
Mr Standfast (HS) 1919 A46. Blue cloth.
9280 VG-/VG- First US edn (A46 note). Mustard cloth, black lettering. Top
corners bumped. Lightly stained along the joints. Bright internally. Very rare
d/w complete and has bright colours. White rear panel lightly soiled.2 small
closed tears on the edges.
£500
The Island of Sheep (Cadmus & Harmonia) (HS) 1920 A39
(HM) 1920. UK edn almost unobtainable. US – pictorial paper-covered
boards with light blue background. Yellow cloth spine.
9194 VG/copy US edn. Spine a little darkened, o/w VG throughout. Inscribed.
Small bookplate. Facsimile d/w.
£225

9272 VG/VG US edn. Would be VG+ but for a few black speckles on the spine.
Rare d/w lightly rubbed on flap hinges but o/w VG. Second fly-leaf inscribed
“Lady Ferrers from Cadmus and Harmonia Jan 1921”.
£1000
The Path of the King (HS) 1921 A51. Light blue cloth.
9224 VG-/copy. Corners & spine ends rubbed. Spine faded. Top corners
bumped. Bright internally but some turned corners. Inscribed. Facsimile. £22
9290 VG/G+ US first (A51 note). Mustard yellow cloth, red lettering. Tiny hole
at the foot of the F joint, o/w VG. Inscribed. Scarce d/w soiled on spine and
rear panel. Spine ends & corners worn. 2-inch triangular piece missing from F
top edge. Backed by copy d/w to improve appearance.
£190
9291 VG. Faintly rubbed extremities, o/w excellent.
£25
Huntingtower (HS) 1922 A53. Light blue cloth.
8982 VG- Faded spine, one bumped corner. Some marks on the boards.
Lightly browned endpaper maps, o/w bright internally. Inscr/bookplate. £16
9218 VG-/copy. Sl faded spine. Covers lightly soiled. Corners rubbed.
Occasional brown spots internally. Sl damage to edge of 12 leaves (printing
fault). Facsimile d/w.
£18
Midwinter (HS) 1923 A58. Light blue cloth.
9188 VG- Faded spine, sl worn at the ends. Patchy fading. Lightly browned
EPP and occasional brown spots.
£25
The Three Hostages (HS) 1924 A63. Light blue cloth.
9184 VG- Faded spine, rubbed and sl worn at the ends. Lightly rubbed
corners. First & last few leaves lightly foxed. Scarce in 1st edn.
£50
John Macnab (HS) 1925 A67. Light blue cloth.
No first editions in stock at present.
The Dancing Floor (HS) 1926 A70. Blue cloth
No first editions in stock at present.
Witch Wood (HS) 1927 A73. Blue cloth.
No UK first editions in stock at present.
The Runagates Club (HS) 1928 A75. Blue cloth.
9004 VG- Spine faded; one corner bumped. Liquid stain on rear cover. Halftitle sl foxed o/w bright internally.
£17
9221 VG-/copy. Spine sl faded, corners rubbed. Bright internally with
occasional brown spots. Facsimile d/w.
£25

9282 VG/VG- First US edn (A75 note). Light blue cloth, brown lettering. Spine
lightly browned but o/w VG. Unclipped d/w is mostly white and therefore
lightly soiled. Small stain on F. Rare in d/w.
£100
The Courts of the Morning (HS) 1929 A81.
Blue cloth. US edn. (A80) is true 1st.
9186 VG/VG- Bright and undamaged but first and last few leaves lightly
foxed. D/W has bright colours but white areas lightly soiled. Small hole in rear
joint of d/w.
£200
Castle Gay (HS) 1930 A87. Dark green cloth.
9222 VG/copy. Lightly scuffed and rubbed. VG internally. Inscribed. Facsimile
d/w.
£14
The Blanket of the Dark (HS) 1931 A91. Dark green cloth.
The Gap in the Curtain (HS) 1932 A94. Dark green cloth.
8998 VG Spine ends lightly rubbed. Small bookplate. VG internally.
£16
The Magic Walking-Stick (HS) 1932 A95. Dark blue cloth. Illustrated.
9001 VG- One corner bumped. Sl cocked. VG internally but for foxed EPP.
Bookplate; inscribed.
£19
9227 VG- Faded spine. Rubbed corners. Sl cocked.
£20
A Prince of the Captivity (HS) 1933 A99. Dark green cloth.
9042 VG-/VG- Bright but cloth on spine sl cockled and on rear has a diagonal
crease. VG internally. D/W has a lightly sunned spine with wear at the head.
Some red speckles on the R.
£110
The Free Fishers (HS) 1934 A103. Dark green cloth.
9269 VG/VG- Very bright throughout but for some patchy fading on the
spine. D/w sl age-darkened with some creasing at the lower edge.
£110
The House of the Four Winds (HS) 1935 A111
Dark green cloth. US edn. (A110) is true 1st.
9185 VG/VG- 3 faint scuff marks on F. Very occasional brown spots internally.
D/W has lightly browned spine and some fingermarks on the R.
£100
The Man from the Norlands (HM) 1936 A114. US title for The Island of
Sheep. Precedes UK edn. and is true first. Beige cloth.
The Island of Sheep (HS) 1936 A115. Dark green cloth.
9201 VG/VG- Lightly bumped corners. Occasional brown spots internally.
Inscribed. Largely white d/w has a brown stain on the R. Spine creased at the
ends with small piece missing at the foot.
£70

Mountain Meadow (HM) 1941 A131
(US title for Sick Heart River) Decorated green cloth. Precedes UK edn and is
true first. Has lengthy introduction by Howard Swiggett (not in UK edn.).
Literary Guild edn (identical) published simultaneously.
9190 VG-/G+ Sl darkened spine. Some pencil annotations to the text.
Bookplate. Pictorial d/w worn at the spine ends with some missing fragments
and has rubbed flap hinges.
£12
Sick Heart River (HS) 1941 A132.
Dark green cloth. Blind-stamped JB monogram.
8993 VG-/G+ F has a couple of water spots. Margins lightly browned. Halftitle stuck to paste-down. Price-clipped d/w chipped and has partially split
flap hinges. Spine repaired externally with clear tape.
£12
9198 VG/VG Sl fading on the boards, o/w VG. Unclipped d/w has neat,
professional repairs and is now bright and VG.
£40
Lake of Gold (HM) 1941 A133
US/Canadian title for The Long Traverse. Light blue-green cloth. US edn
precedes UK edn. and is true first.
9191 VG-/VG- (Canadian). Blue-green cloth. Boards faded at the edges.
Bookplate. D/W has a faded spine and rubbed edges.
£30
9275 VG-/VG- (Canadian). Black cloth (variant). One corner bumped, sl
rubbed corners. 2 small white marks on the F. Tape marks on EPP.
Bookseller’s stamp on fly-leaf. Price-clipped d/w has a faded spine and
rubbed edges.
£35
The Long Traverse (HS) 1941 A134
Blue cloth. Cloth very prone to white spots.
9000 VG Spine a little browned. No white spots. Bookplate. VG internally. £25
9182 VG/VG- Faded spine. No white spots. VG internally. Unclipped d/w has a
lightly soiled rear panel and a few nicks around the edges.
£35
Other John Buchan works in first edition.
UK first edn except where indicated.
Sir Walter Ralegh (BH Blackwell) A5 Yellowish-brown cloth.
8618 VG V sl rubbed corners. Spine age-darkened; boards less so. EPP
browned and hint of browning on some page margins. An outstanding copy
of a rare title.
£300
Brasenose College (FE Robinson) A8 Blue cloth; bevelled edges.
No copies in stock at present.

The African Colony (WB) 1903 A15 Dark blue pebbled cloth.
7751 VG Times Book Club (A15 note). Green cloth, lacks maps of public
edition. Sl rubbed corners. Lower corners lightly bumped. VG throughout
otherwise.
£100
Some Eighteenth Century Byways (WB) 1908 A19. Green cloth.
8968 VG- Spine rubbed at the ends and sl faded. VG internally.
£60
9317 VG+ One corner lightly bumped. Pasted to the fly-leaf is a hand-written
letter from JB to Lady Constance ??? informing her that his publisher will be
sending a copy – presumably this one.
£200
Nine Brasenose Worthies (OUP) 1909 A20 Black paper wrappers.
No copies in stock at present.
Sir Walter Raleigh (TN) 1911 A22
White cloth with gilt lettering and decoration and picture on front. Colour
plates. Endpaper maps. Variant in reddish brown cloth.
8992 VG- White cloth. Spine lightly sunned and has wear at the ends and a
tiny split at the head. Lightly soiled. VG internally but for lightly foxed halftitle.
£60
8995 VG- Red cloth. Lightly rubbed corners, one bumped. Hint of browning
on page margins.
£60
9172 VG- Red cloth. Sl darkened spine. Some faint marks on the covers. Title
page lightly foxed. 3 double-page illustrations missing and replaced by highquality colour copies.
£40
The Marquis of Montrose (TN) 1913 A26.
Blue cloth, bevelled edges.
9171 VG Spine v sl faded. Small impact mark on F. Bookplate.
£40
9217 VG- Spine and adjacent margins of the boards are faded. Lightly scuffed
on the R. Reverse of frontispiece foxed o/w VG internally.
£22
9309 VG/VG- Sl faded spine. Lightly rubbed lower corners. Some plates sl
foxed. Extremely rare d/w has had past professional repairs. Small nick in the
top edge and a darkened spine.
£250
Andrew Jameson, Lord Ardwall (WB) 1913 A27 Dark blue cloth.
8970 VG- Spine a little faded o/w VG.
£130
8977 VG- Binding cracked but remains firm. Bookplate.
£100
9057 VG- Spine sl faded. Some scuff marks on the boards. Ex university lib.
with remnants of labels in places. Fly-leaf inscribed “With the author’s kind
regards Nov 1913”.
£250

9295 VG/VG- Binding bright and undamaged. Occasional light foxing and one
leaf creased at the top corner. D/W has a sl faded spine. It is very slightly
smaller than the book which therefore protrudes slightly. My own copy has
exactly the same fault which suggests a printing problem.
£325
Nelson’s History of the War (24 volumes) (TN) 1915-19 A28 Red cloth.
8988 VG- Mixture of books, some with faded spines, some with occasional
foxing. A good, sound set.
£150
The Battle of Jutland (TN) 1916 A37. White paper covers.
8887 VG Covers lightly soiled at the edges o/w VG. Exceptionally good. £50
The Battle of the Somme first phase (TN) 1916 A40
Light blue paper-covered boards. Paper cover on spine deteriorates easily.
9059 VG Sl wear at the spine ends, o/w excellent. Loosely inserted is an advtg
leaflet for Nelson’s Map Book of the War.
£32
The Battle of the Somme second phase (TN) 1917 A41. Binding as above.
8985 VG French language edn. Published by Richard Clay, London. Light green
binding. Rubbed extremities. Occasional light foxing. Inscr & bookplate. £20
The Battle of the Somme (GD) Note to A40 and A41. Pictorial orange cloth.
No copies in stock at present.
These for Remembrance (Buchan & Enright) 1987 Based on A47.
This is the first public edn. Originally published privately—extremely rare.
Maroon cloth.
9162, 9163, 9164 All virtually as new. D/Ws have sl faded spines. Each £20
9208 VG+/VG Head of spine lightly bumped. Unclipped d/w creased along top
edge.
£22
The History of the South African Forces in France (TN) 1920 A49
Blue cloth. Gold emblem on front.
9314 VG Variant binding in light blue-green cloth. Bright throughout but
boards sl bowed inwards.
£90
9315 VG-/copy. Top corners bumped. First few leaves lightly foxed. Facsimile
d/w.
£85
Francis and Riversdale Grenfell (TN) 1920 A50
Dark blue cloth. Some copies in green cloth.
9303 VG/VG- Lightly faded spine. Small ripple near upper F corner. Partly
browned EPP. Rare, largely cream d/w is lightly soiled and has a lightly
browned spine. Small stain at lower F corner. Loosely inserted is a postcard
from Mrs Arthur Grenfell (her husband was the twin’s younger brother) to
‘Dowsie’ which clearly accompanied the gift of the book.
£120

A History of the Great War (4 volumes) TN A52. Dark blue cloth.
No copies in stock at present.
A Book of Escapes and Hurried Journeys (TN) 1922 A54
Beige cloth. Pictorial front board.
9298 VG/VG- Small stain near top of F joint. Pale area of F lightly soiled. Rare
d/w lightly stained and age-darkened. It is complete with old professional
repairs.
£130
Days to Remember (TN) 1923 A56
Written jointly with Henry Newbolt. Yellow-brown cloth.
8900 VG- Spine darkened. Extremities rubbed. VG internally.
£40
The Last Secrets (TN) 1923 A59 Beige cloth, pictorial front board.
9225 VG- Spine lightly scuffed and is worn at the ends. F also lightly scuffed
but colours remain bright. Occasional foxing. F cover bears a gilt school crest
and there is a prize certificate on the paste-down.
£18
9321 VG/VG One corner bumped. Occasional light foxing o/w bright
internally. Inscribed. Rare d/w lightly soiled and has some creasing at the
edges.
£160
Some Notes on Sir Walter Scott (English Assn.) 1924 A61
Grey paper wrappers.
7295 VG Darkened strip along F top edge o/w VG throughout.
£12
Lord Minto (TN) 1924 A64. Red cloth.
9176 VG- Faded spine; some stains on the F & spine. Bright internally. £27
9308 VG/VG- Faded spine and one or two marks on the covers. VG internally.
Book plate of Minto’s son (5th Earl). Rare d/w has a sunned spine and creasing
at the corners.
£75
Two Ordeals of Democracy (HM) 1925 A65 Blue cloth
No first edition copies in stock.
The Man and the Book – Sir Walter Scott (TN) 1925 A66
Dark blue cloth. Published in T of E series.
8263 VG Faint scuff mark on F o/w VG throughout. Inscribed.
£15
The History of the Royal Scots Fusiliers (TN) 1925 A68 Red cloth.
7340 VG- Faded spine & dull lettering. Some white marks on the R. Worn
spine ends. A few leaves lightly foxed.
£90
8495 VG- de luxe edition. Grey boards, white vellum spine, laid paper. Spine
and boards lightly age-browned. Bookplate & inscription.
£180

The Fifteenth (Scottish) Division (WB) 1926 A69 Red cloth.
9220 VG- Heavily faded spine is worn at the ends. Patchy fading on the F.
Corners rubbed. Good internally but early leaves foxed. All maps VG.
£70
Homilies and Recreations (TN) 1926 A71. Green cloth.
9304 VG+/VG- Excellent but for occasional light foxing. Lightly soiled d/w has
wear and small splits at the head of the spine.
£50
Montrose (TN) 1928 A76. Green cloth.
9310 VG/VG- Top corners bumped. Occasional brown spots internally.
Bookplate. Lightly soiled d/w has a sunned spine & a small mark on the F. £40
The Causal and the Casual in History (CUP) 1929 A83
Brown paper-covered boards.
8971 VG- Browned spine. F joint partly split. Pencil inscr.
£35
The Kirk in Scotland (HS) n.d. [1930] A85. Red cloth.
5916 VG+ Lettering a little dull o/w bright, clean and undamaged.
£16
The Novel and the Fairy Tale (English Assn) 1931 A90
Grey paper covers. Stapled binding.
7607 VG Margins of the covers are sl foxed, o/w VG.
£15
Sir Walter Scott (Cassell) 1932 A92. Green cloth.
9103 VG Some faint marks on the R but o/w VG throughout. Ex-lib but only
evidence is rubber stamps on F & R fly-leaves.
£8
9207 VG/VG- One corner lightly bumped. Small area of rippled cloth on the R.
Paste residues on fly-leaf. Pencil inscr. Unclipped d/w has a lightly sunned
spine and sl wear at the corners. Some marks on the R.
£40
Julius Caesar (PD) 1932 A93. Black cloth.
9039 VG-/VG- F cover lightly scuffed. 2 small bums on the edges. Bright
internally but one leaf creased vertically. Pencil inscr. D/W ragged along
edges and purple spine has faded to blue. Lightly foxed R panel.
£75
9040 VG Small white mark on outer edge of F, o/w VG. Bookplate.
£12
9179 VG- F joint partly split. Rubbed spine ends. 2 or 3 small white marks on
the boards.
£10
9306 VG-/VG- Spine ends sl worn. Occasional light foxing. Lightly foxed d/w is
ragged along the top edge and has some loss at the spine ends.
£70
Sir Walter Scott 1832-1932 (The Bk Club of California) 1932 A96
Grey-green boards, brown leather spine. Inc. piece by William van Antwerp.
7601 VG- Spine lightly scuffed. 2 faint marks on F. Excellent internally. £70
8583 VG- Small abrasion on F and one on spine. Excellent internally.
£80

The Massacre of Glencoe (PD) 1933 A98. Cream cloth.
9002 VG/VG- Cream cloth age-browned (common) o/w VG throughout. Small
bookplate. D/w has a faded spine and worn extremities.
£32
9226 VG/VG Spine v slightly faded. Corners a little browned. V bright
internally. Inscribed. Exceptionally bright.
£50
Gordon at Khartoum (PD) 1934 A104. Cream cloth.
9228 Uniformly age-browned. Some soiling. Spine scuffed. Half-title
browned.
£22
Oliver Cromwell (HS) 1934 A105. Green cloth.
7484 VG+ Spine ends lightly rubbed. Early leaves lightly foxed.
£18
The King’s Grace (HS) 1935 A107 Cream cloth. A108 Large paper edition —
cream cloth. A109. Schools edn. (UL) – white cloth.
8999 VG signed, limited edn of A108. Fly-leaf has a creased corner but
excellent o/w. Box (issued with book) lightly browned.
£120
9319 As above but VG+. One corner lightly rubbed. Box as above.
£100
9320 VG- Canadian signed edition. Royal blue cloth. Spine sl darkened and
EPP a little foxed. Slightly bowed. No box with this edition.
£70
The People’s King (HM) 1935 A107 (note).
US title for The King’s Grace. Red cloth.
No copies in stock at present.
Men and Deeds (PD) 1935 A112. Green cloth.
4783 VG- Top corners bumped. Spine ends lightly rubbed. Dull lettering. VG
internally.
£25
Episodes of the Great War (TN) 1936 A117. Blue-grey cloth.
9302 VG+/VG+ Cloth on the spine has a small, faint crease. EPP v sl browned.
O/w almost as new. D/W sl creased along top edge.
£75
Presbyterianism Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow (Church of Scotland) 1938
A119 (note). Orange paper wrappers.
9145 VG- Scattered brown spots on the pages. Some creasing.
£22
Augustus (HS) 1937 A120. Green cloth.
8978 VG- Sl faded spine. Couple of scuff marks on the rear cover. VG
internally. Small bookplate.
£18
9296 VG+/VG Hint of rubbing at the foot of the spine but o/w in excellent
condition. Unclipped d/w has a few faint marks and a little creasing.
£70
Naval Episodes of the Great War (TN) 1938 A124. Dark green cloth.
8987 VG- Lightly bumped corners. Faint mark on F. Small bookplate.
£22

9311 VG+/VG+ Two faint marks on the F, o/w almost as new. D/W has small
browned area on F outer edge.
£90
The Interpreter’s House (HS) 1938 A125. Pale yellow cloth.
9079 VG Sl darkened spine but o/w VG throughout.
£20
9196 VG/VG- One corner lightly bumped, o/w VG. D/W has a faded spine and
dull gold lining on the F. Small closed tear in the top edge.
£35
9197 VG+/VG- Excellent throughout. D/W as above.
£35
9305 VG/VG Binding is bright and undamaged. Intermittent light foxing. One
leaf has a v small closed tear in the outer edge. Price-clipped d/w has a faded
spine. Inscribed by Susan Tweedsmuir.
£50
Memory Hold-the-Door (HS) 1940 A128. Blue-green cloth.
No first edition copies in stock.
Pilgrim’s Way (HM) 1940 A128 (note). US title for A128.
Textured cream cloth. Thicker paper than UK edn.
No copies in stock at present.
Comments and Characters (TN) 1940 A130. Red cloth.
9329 VG/VGCanadian Occasions (Musson) 1940 A129 Light grey cloth. Precedes UK edn.
and is true 1st. UK edn. (HS) Orange cloth.
9300 Inscribed but VG otherwise. Cream d/w has a sunned spine and is lightly
soiled. Small closed tear on R top edge.
£35
The Clearing House (HS) 1940 A135 Selection by Lady T. Dark blue cloth.
7223 VG/G+ One bumped corner. Bookplate/inscr. D/W has a sunned spine,
the bottom inch of which is missing.
£5
Life’s Adventure (St Hugh’s Press) 1947 A136
Ed. Lady T. Blue paper-covered boards.
2748 VG/VG- Lower corners rubbed, o/w excellent. Price-clipped d/w has
lightly rubbed extremities,
£12
John Buchan fiction in Nelson Uniform edition
Red cloth binding, JB sunflower emblem on front board. Originally
cream/green (sometimes light grey/green) d/w, later red/cream d/w.
Leather edn dark green soft leather. All published by TN.
I have numerous copies of these editions in stock. Please enquire if there is a
specific title/edition you are looking for.

John Buchan fiction in
Hodder & Stoughton Yellow Jacket edition.
Mostly red or blue cloth with black lettering. Dustwrappers generally (but not
always) indicate ‘Yellow Jacket’ series. There are 2 slightly different sizes in
the series. Large books (19 x 12.5 cms) come with or without antlers on the
spine. Small books (18 x 11.5 cms) do not have antlers and the title is often in
a diagonal rectangle. From around 1950 to the mid-1970s the title ‘Yellow
Jacket’ was dropped but books of a similar format and generally of a yellow
shade were published. Within these broad categories there are a host of
minor variations. All titles in stock are listed below. Please enquire for full
details.
LARGE with ANTLERS
Castle Gay, Greenmantle, Midwinter, The Blanket of the Dark, The Dancing
Floor, The Free Fishers, The Half-Hearted, The Island of Sheep, The Moon
Endureth, The Three Hostages
LARGE
Greenmantle, Huntingtower, Midwinter, Mr Standfast, The Blanket of the
Dark, The Free Fishers, The Gap in the Curtain, The Half-Hearted, The Island
of Sheep, The Path of the King, The Thirty-Nine Steps, The Three Hostages.
SMALL
A Prince of the Captivity, Midwinter, Mr Standfast, The Dancing Floor, The
Free Fishers, The Gap in the Curtain, The House of the Four Winds, The
Island of Sheep, Witch Wood.
POST-1950 ISSUES
A Prince of the Captivity, Midwinter, Sick Heart River, The Blanket of the
Dark, The Gap in the Curtain, The Three Hostages.
John Buchan fiction in other editions.
A wide range of other editions/conditions/prices is available; those added
recently are shown below.
8973 A Prince of the Captivity VG 5th impr. 1933. As A99. 2 small marks on F.
Sl bumped on lower edge.
£12

8975 A Lodge in the Wilderness VG- Cheap edn. 1916. Red cloth. Faded
spine, one bumped corner.
£18
nd
th
8989 Poems Scots and English VG/VG- 2 impr of A43 with 4 impr. d/w.
Small faded area at the base of the spine, o/w VG. D/W has a sunned spine,
some chips and a lightly soiled rear panel.
£22
8994 Sir Quixote of the Moors VG- undated cheap edn (Robt Hayes). Sl faded
spine; rubbed extremities. Page margins lightly browned. Bookplate.
£25
nd
8996 Scholar Gipsies VG- 2 edn. 1896. Grey ppr-covered boards, green
cloth spine. Faded lettering. Small stain on F. Bookplate
£70
9166 The Watcher by the Threshold VG- 2nd impr. 1902. As A13 but for
“second impression” on title page. Lettering on spine partly worn away esp.
at the foot. Lightly rubbed lower edges. Bright internally. A nice copy. £350
9169 Mr Standfast VG-/copy. Possible variant first. As A46 but no date on
title page. Spine sl faded and extremities rubbed. Half-inch water stain on R.
VG internally. Good facsimile d/w.
£40
9173 Le Camp du Matin VG+ 2-volume French language edn. Walter Beckers
(1968). Soft beige leather, raised bands, index ribbon. Faint marks on text
block edges o/w as new. Heavy set,
£20
9178 The Thirty-Nine Steps VG-/copy 3rd impr. 1915. As A32. Spine and top
edge of F are faded, Internal hinges reinforced with tape. Page margins lightly
browned. Good facsimile d/w.
£50
th
9181 Chambers’s Journal (John Burnet of Barns) VG 6 series. 12/1897 to
11/1898 + 1898 Christmas edn. Includes all of John Burnet of Barns and a 4page review by JB of another book. Green half-leather, raised bands, gold
tooling, marbled edges. Lightly rubbed corners and some scuff marks. Some
light foxing. Heavy book.
£80
9279 The Moon Endureth VG- 2nd edn.1912. Browned spine and some patchy
fading. Light stains on the R. VG internally. Inscr.
£25
9288 Sir Quixote of the Moors VG/copy Popular edn. TFU. 1924. Red cloth.
Cloth on the spine sl cockled, o/w VG throughout. Nice copy d/w.
£50
9289 Sir Quixote of the Moors VG-/copy cheap edn. Robt Hayes n.d. Red
cloth. VG externally. Pages lightly browned. Attractive copy d/w.
£35
9332 Sir Quixote of the Moors VG- Popular edn. TFU. 1924. Red cloth. Faded
spine. Some brown spots internally.
£40
9041 Witch Wood VG-/P 6th impr. 1927. As A73. Spine lightly sunned. Small
water stain on F. Bright internally. Loosely inserted is the F and one flap of
the d/w.
£15

Omnibus editions of JB fiction.
First editions unless stated otherwise.
Adventurers All (HM) 1925 Light grey cloth, purple lettering. (Huntingtower,
John Macnab, The Three Hostages.)
7200 VG/VG- reprint. Lightly browned spine, o/w VG. D/W creased & rubbed
around the edges.
£25
Four Tales (WB) 1936 Maroon cloths (The Thirty-Nine Steps, The PowerHouse, The Watcher by the Threshold, The Moon Endureth)
7293 VG- Sl faded spine is rubbed at the ends. Inscribed.
£7
The Best Short Stories of J B (2 vols) ed & with notes to each story by David
Daniell. (Michael Joseph) 1980/1982 Light brown cloth. 23 stories in all.
No copies in stock at present.
John Buchan’s Collected Poems (Scottish Cultural Press) 1996 ed. W Milne &
A Lownie. Illustrated card covers.
9209 VG+ Small amount of residue from removed label on R.
£12
The Complete Short Stories of John Buchan. 3 volumes. (Thistle Publishing)
1996 ed. Andrew Lownie, foreword by William Buchan. Dark blue cloth.
8004 VG+/VG Volume 1 has a sl bump on the bottom edge. All d/ws have a
small amount of creasing and vol 1 has a tiny impact mark on the spine.
Volume 1 is signed by William Buchan and Andrew Lownie.
£80
Hodder omnibus editions.
All are bound in cream hessian-style cloth with lettering and lining in black
and another colour.
Recent additions to stock: No recent additions.
Other JB works in other editions.
A range of other editions/conditions/prices is available; those added recently
are shown below.
8980 Francis and Riversdale Grenfell VG- 2nd impr. As A50. 1920. Water spots
and small cup ring on F. Bright internally. Bookplate.
£20
st
9063 Memory Hold-the-Door VG/VG- 31 impr. As A128. Lighter green cloth
than usual. One bumped corner, o/w excellent. Spine ends and top edge of
d/w a little ragged and the spine is lightly foxed.
£10
9082 The Kirk in Scotland VG+ p/b reprint (Labarum). 1985. Includes
postscript by RO Kernohan, Light scuff marks on R.
£5

9168 Some Eighteenth Century Byways VG- Cheap edn. 1908. As A19 but
cheaper binding. Patchy fading. Tiny split at the foot of the F joint. VG
internally.
£25
9183 Episodes of the Great War VG 2nd impr. 1936. As A117. Lightly rubbed
extremities. Small stain on F. Light scuff marks on R. Occasional brown spots
internally. Sl rippled paste-downs.
£10
9210 The History of the South African Forces in France VG+ reprint. (Imperial
War Mus). 1992. Very similar to A49. Virtually as new.
£40
9223 A Book of Escapes and Hurried Journeys G+ 2nd impr. 1922. As A64.
Faded spine with worn lettering. Rubbed corners. Small stain on R.
Occasional brown spots internally. Inscribed.
£12
Works edited or contributed to by John Buchan (all editions).
Blanchard sections B & C.
Section B: Edited by JB (First editions unless stated otherwise)
BI Essays and Apothegms of Francis Bacon (WS) 1894 Dark green cloth, gold
lettering.
8969 VG- Adverts to no. 108. Extremities rubbed. Gilt decoration sl
discoloured. Internally bright. Bookplate.
£60
9205 VG- Adverts to no. 116. Sl faded spine. Gilt T/E a little dull. Bright
internally.
£55
B2 Musa Piscatrix (BH) 1896 Decorated blue cloth.
B3 The Compleat Angler by Izaak Walton & Charles Cotton. (Methuen) 1901
Red cloth.
B4 Selected Essays 1884-1907 by Augustine Birrell. TN 1909 Blue cloth.
9150 VG- Extremities sl rubbed. Br internally. Binding cracked.
£6
B5 The Long Road to Victory TN 1920 Red cloth, gold lettering.
9180 Spine faded, lettering dull. Boards have patchy fading. Bright internally.
Address label on F paste-down.
£22
B6 Miscellanies Literary and Historical by Lord Rosebery. HS 1921
(2 volumes) Maroon cloth, gold lettering.
9013 VG- Volume 1 has old damp stains at lower edges of boards. Spine ends
lightly rubbed. Bookplate. Volume 2 similar but no damp stains. Heavy, £16
B7 Great Hours in Sport TN 1921 Green cloth, gold lettering.
9199 VG Lightly rubbed extremities, o/w VG throughout.
£17

B8 The Nations of Today HS 1923-24 (subscription copies were published by
Waverley Book Co) Dark blue cloth, gold lettering.
In stock at present: Baltic & Caucasian States, France, Great Britain 2,
Ireland, Japan, Yugoslavia
9212 VG Lightly rubbed extremities, o/w VG throughout.
£20
9213 VG- Lightly rubbed extremities. Review copy label on half-title.
£20
9214 VG As 9212 above.
£20
B9 A History of English Literature TN 1923 Red cloth, gold lettering.
B10 The Northern Muse TN 1924 Dark green cloth, gold lettering.
9008 VG- One or two light scuff marks. 2 small bumps on the top edge. Gilt
on T/E a little dull. Bookplate.
£17
B11 Essays and Studies by Members of the English Association Vol XII OUP
1926 Green cloth, gold lettering.
No copies in stock at present.
B12 (South Africa) is virtually unobtainable.
B13 (A General Survey of British History) is very rare -no copies in stock.
B14 The Poetry of Neil Munro WB 1931 Dark blue cloth, gold lettering.
6647 VG+/VG-. Pencil inscription, o/w as new. D/W lightly soiled and fox.
Small piece missing from R top edge.
£12
Section C: JB Contribution
(1 edns unless stated otherwise).
Blanchard section C includes books for which JB wrote prefaces,
introductions, odd chapters and so on. Collecting them introduces you to
the breadth of JB’s writing as well as to some interesting books. Please
contact me for details of the contents. Recent additions listed below.
9239 Crown and Covenant
9077 Emerson’s Essays VG- C8. Spine & margins of boards faded. Binding
cracked/shaky. Page margins lightly browned.
£6
9177 Field-Marshal Earl Haig VG- 61. Spine faded. Gilt T/E sl dull. Occasional
light foxing.
£22
9167 First Over Everest VG- 2nd impr. 1933. As C84. Faded spine. Patchy
fading on boards. F hinge cracked but firm binding. Bright internally with
repaired 3-D spectacles. Bookplate & inscription.
£15
9060 Fisherman’s Verse VG- C28. Spine darkened with dull lettering. Lightly
rubbed corners. Bright internally with partly cracked hinges. Inscribed. £60
9231 Flooer o’ the Ling VG C110. Lightly rubbed extremities.
£15
st

9240 Flooer o’ the Ling VG-/VG- C110. Spine ends lightly rubbed. Generally
bright internally but first 3 leaves have a small stain at the bottom edge.
Cream d/w lightly soiled. Inscribed. Loosely inserted is a letter from William
Will (dedicatee).
£35
9074 Gone to Earth F/VG+ illustr. edn. of C58. (J Cape 1930) Book as new but
for a hint of darkening on the spine. Illustrated d/w has sl wear at the ends of
the spine.
£30
9078 Highroads of Geography Book IV G+ C66A. 1913 (Blanchard wrongly
gives 1929). Rubbed and scuffed. Inscr + school stamps. F hinge cracked. £6
9081 Highroads of Geography Book IV VG C66A 1922 (see above). Lightly
rubbed extremities. R cover has scuff marks and scratches. Occasional brown
spots. Unusually bright with no evidence of school use.
£12
9242 Highroads of Geography Book IV VG+ C66A 1929. One corner lightly
bumped but o/w excellent.
£15
9245 Marshal Foch VG- Identical to C29 but published by Harding & More.
Condition as below.
£40
9246 Marshal Foch VG- C29. Sl darkened spine with a little wear at the head.
Internally bright.
£40
9157 Mystery Ships VG C19A. Lightly rubbed extremities. F hinge tender.
Inscribed.
£35
9248 November Joe VG- Popular edn of C101. Spine sl faded. Scattering of
liquid stains on F. Lightly browned page margins.
£10
9249 Old Men Forget VG+/VG- C138. Small chip in F paste-down, o/w
excellent. Sl darkened d/w has a little wear at the ends of the spine.
£25
9255 Russian Waters VG- C72. Some wear and tiny splits at the head of the
spine, o/w VG. Inscribed by the author.
£40
9256 Sails of Gold VG/VG- C74. F board sl bowed. First few leaves lightly
foxed. D/W has a faded spine and lightly soiled white areas.
£70
9257 Scots Heraldry VG-/VG- C90. Lightly rubbed extremities and a few small
marks on the covers. Early leaves foxed. Inscribed. D/w has a faded spine and
is sl worn at the extremities.
£50
9261 So Far VG- publisher’s proof of C125. Grey paper covers are a little
soiled and are creased around the edges. Bottom inch of the spine worn
away. Bright internally but some creased corners.
£15
9262 Songs of Angus VG/VG- C14. Faded spine & lightly rubbed corners. One
corner bumped. Green d/w has a faded spine and wear at the edges.
£35

9065 Tails Up! VG- Not listed in Blanchard. Foreword by JB. Sl faded spine is
rubbed at the ends. Corners rubbed and lightly bumped. R hinge cracked.
Bright internally.
£35
9075 Tails Up! G+ Sunned spine split along R joint. Scuffed and stained,
corners bumped and rubbed. Hinges cracked; R fly-leaf missing. Bright
internally. Better than it sounds!
£20
9111 Tales of Mystery and Imagination VG Nelson Classics edition, reprint of
C10. Red cloth. Lightly scuffed & rubbed. Excellent internally.
£7
9236 The Compleat Angler VG+/VG C96. Hint of rubbing at the spine ends
but o/w almost as new. Price-clipped d/w has sl wear at the extremities. £40
9174 The Empire and the Century VG- C6. Rubbed extremities. Spine sl
darkened. Scuff mark on F, a couple of small stains on the R. Binding cracked
but remains firm. Bright internally. Bookplate.
£40
9253 The Queen’s Gift Book VG/VG- C16. Extremities rubbed. Boards sl
bowed. Pale blue d/w has faded to an overall cream shade.
£50
9230 The Scots Week-end and Caledonian Vade-Mecum VG- Blanchard
C108. Lightly stained covers, o/w VG.
£20
9259 The Shirra o’ the Forest VG- C59. Spine a little darkened and is rubbed
at the ends. Bright internally.
£30
9260 The Shirra o’ the Forest G+ p/b edn of the above. Staples missing with
rust stains where they were. Card covers sl creased.
£12
9153 The Thames Valley from Cricklade to Staines VG C66. Two small marks
on the binding. F hinge partly cracked. Illustrations & maps excellent. £30
9110 The Times History of the War VG- C18. Wear at the spine ends. Small
scratch on the F. Internally VG with many maps & illustrations. Ex-lib. £25
I also have in stock copies of C5, C7, C17, C20, C21, C32, C33, C34, C37, C38,
C40, C41, C45A, C58A, C69, C72A, C75, C76, C77, C82, C89, C92, C94, C95.
C109, C112, C114, C126, C128, C130 and C137. Please enquire for more
details.
Books about, or with references to, JB and his works.
(First edition unless stated otherwise)
Again a wide selection of books. Some are biographies of JB, some of other
people with references to JB. Some discuss his work, sometimes in
comparison with others. Feel free to ask for details before buying.
Recent additions:

9155 Hertfordshire Secrets and Spies by Pamela Shields VG first edn 2009
Includes a chapter about JB. Some creasing at the corners, o/w VG. (3 copies
available)
£10
9326 John Buchan: A Biography by Janet Adam Smith VG/VG Rupert HartDavis 1965. Sl rubbed extremities, o/w VG. D/W al creased at the ends of the
spine but o/w VG. Newspaper cutting about the author loosely inserted.
Pasted inside F cover is a piece of paper signed by JAS and inscr.
£25
9193 John Buchan: A Companion to the Mystery Fiction by Kate Macdonald
VG first edn. McFarland 2009. Illustrated card covers. Sl creased at the
corners o/w VG throughout.
£30
9348 John Buchan: A Memoir by William Buchan VG p/b edn. Harrap 1985.
Faded spine, o/w VG.
£5
9011 John Buchan’s Tweeddale Author not stated. VG+ first edn. The
Heritage Group 1979. Booklet staple bound in illustrated card. As new. £15
9158 Literary Agents: The Novelist as Spy by Anthony Masters VG+/VG Basil
Blackwell 1987. Includes a chapter about JB. Slight creasing at the d/w lower
edge, o/w virtually as new.
£12
9203 Mr Buchan, Writer by Arthur C Turner VG/VG- first edn. SCM Press
1949. Green cloth. Lightly faded along the top edge. A few brown spots on
the EPP. Bright d/w has some creasing and a couple of neatly repaired small
closed tears. Inscribed by the author.
£25
8953 On the Trail of the Thirty-Nine Steps by Ian Buckingham. VG+ first edn.
Avonworld 2000. Booklet staple bound in illustrated card. Sl scuffed on the R
cover, o/w as new.
£7
9156 The British Spy Novel by John Atkins VG-/VG- first edn. John Calder
1984. Many references to JB and his work. Black cloth. Pages lightly browned.
VG externally. D/W complete but faded spine & F top edge faded.
£25
9202 The First Editions of JB; A Collector’s Bibliography by Robert G
Blanchard. F first edn. Archon Press 1981. Green cloth. Hint of rubbing at the
foot of the spine, o/w as new.
£120
9206 Illustrated edn of the above with additional material by Kenneth Hillier
and Michael Ross. First edn. Avonworld 2008. This is the original loose-leaf
binder format. Deals with sections A&B of Blanchard. As new.
£20
9215 The Interpreter’s House: A Critical Assessment of the Work of JB by
David Daniell VG+/VG- first edn. TN 1975. One corner sl rubbed, o/w as new.
D/W is sl rubbed at the extremities and has one small closed tear,
£15

9354 The Man Who Was Greenmantle by Margaret Fitzherbert VG+/VG first
edn. John Murray 1983. Virtually as new. Unclipped d/w sl creased.
£40
NEW BOOKS
John Buchan: Model Governor-General
William Galbraith’s outstanding account of JB’s time as G-G of Canada. The
sometimes difficult relationship with Prime Minister Mackenzie King is
explored. Altogether a ‘must have’ addition to the canon of JB biographical
works. I have around 20 brand new copies in stock; 9 of these are signed by
the author on the title page.
Unsigned £27
Signed £ 32
Ordeal by Marriage
Ordeal by Marriage is one of the least well-known and also one of the rarest
of John Buchan’s works. Initially published in very small numbers in 1915 its
only reappearance in print, as far as I am aware, has been in John Buchan’s
Collected Poems edited by Andrew Lownie and William Milne, published in
1996.
It is described by Robert G Blanchard in his bibliography as “a poetic roundtable discussion of various aspects of the marriage relationship”. Susan
Buchan (Lady Tweedsmuir) referred to it as “a private joke written for a
group of friends and quite incomprehensible to anyone else”.
This new reprint is published by SMS Books, bound in white card covers and
has an introduction by Peter Thackeray.
The price, incl. postage, is £5 (UK), £6.50 (Europe) and £7 (ROW).
A full leather-bound copy on high quality paper has already been produced
and I can supply further copies in bespoke leather or cloth bindings. Details
on request.

The Interpreter’s House by David Daniell
This literary biography of JB was published by Nelson in 1975. However, I
have available a number of copies which were inadvertently tucked away in a
cupboard and only came to light recently. So, although 43 years old they are
literally as new.
£35
Books by, contributed to, or about other members of the Buchan family.
(First editions unless stated otherwise) Latest additions + brief details of
others.
Alastair Buchan - youngest son.
6962 Power and Equilibrium in the 1970s CW first edn. 1973. VG+/VG £20
6944 The Spare Chancellor: Walter Bagehot CW first edn 1959. VG
£8
6948 Another copy. VG£8
6952 Another copy. VG/VG£14
6105 War in Modern Society CA Watts First edn. 1966. VG+
£7.50
Alice Buchan – daughter (also wrote under married name, Fairfax-Lucy)
6329 Joan of Arc and the Recovery of France HS first edn. 1948, VG+/G+ £18
8283 The Tapestry Men HS 2nd impr. 1942. G+
£10
Anna Buchan – sister (wrote as O Douglas)
9023 People Like Ourselves HS first edn. 1938. VG An omnibus edn of 3 O
Douglas novels (Penny Plain, Pink Sugar, Priorsford). Lightly browned spine,
o/w VG. Rare.
£80
9351 Unforgettable, Unforgotten HS 2nd impr. 1045. VG/VG- One corner
lightly bumped. Tape marks on paste-down. Inscribed. Unclipped d/w is agedarkened and has a little wear at the ends of the spine.
£8
I have a number of copies of her novels in stock – please enquire for details.
J Walter Buchan – brother
5803 The Duke of Wellington TN first edn. 1914 G+

£10

James Buchan – grandson
8324 Slide Minerva p/b 1992. VG-. Sl creased covers and page margins lightly
browned.
£5

Johnnie Buchan (2nd Lord Tweedsmuir) – eldest son
7452 Always A Countryman Robt Hale First edn. 1953. VG-/VG7587 One Man’s Happiness Robt Hale First edn. 1968. VG+/VG
7735 Game Pie by Eric Parker (ed & rev’d Lord T) Shooting anthology.
VG+/VG-

£8
£12
£10

Perdita Buchan – grand-daughter
8336 Called Away Atlantic First edn. 1980 VG+ Novel. Inscribed/signed by the
author.
£10
Susan Buchan – wife. Sometimes shown as Lady Tweedsmuir (after 1935)
or Susan Tweedsmuir.
9334 The Lilac and the Rose GD First edn. 1952. VG/G+ Lettering dull. Inscr.
D/W has a faded spine and wear at the extremities. Some finger marks on the
R panel.
£10
9333 A Winter Bouquet GD First edn. 1954 VG- Small bump on outer edge.
Ex-lib with stamps & labels on EPP only.
£4
9348 The Edwardian Lady GD First edn 1966. VG+/VG- Hint of rubbing at the
corners. Price-clipped d/w rubbed and creased at the ends of the spine. £12
8638 Canada Penns in the Rocks first edn 1941. VG/VG£6
8871 Carnets Canadiens Zodiaque first edn 1938 VG£15
6651 Funeral March of a Marionette Hogarth Pr first edn 1935. VG/VG- £70
7242 The Sword of State: Wellington After Waterloo HS first edn 1928 VG£12
Ursula Buchan (grand-daughter)
7329 Back to the Garden Frances Lincoln first edn 2009. F/VG
£12
7324 Gardening for Pleasure Conran Octopus first edn 1996. VG+/VG £12.50
7323 The English Garden Frances Lincoln first edn 2006. VG/VG
£20
7334 The Pleasures of Gardening JM Dent first edn 1987.
£7
7337 The Village Show Pavilion first edn 1990. VG-/VG£7
William Buchan (3rd Lord Tweedsmuir) – 2nd son
7057 Helen All Alone GD first edn 1961. VG/VG6809 Kumari Wm Morrow first edn 1955. VG/VG7973 The Blue Pavilion GD first edn 1966. VG/VG6547 The Exclusives Pilot Press first edn 1943. VG

£12
£16
£17
£30

6757 The Rags of Time Ashford, Buchan & Enright first edn 1990. VG+/VG £7
3302 The Royal Air Force at War Pilot Press 5th edn 1941. VG+/G+
£6.50
REDUCED PRICE BOOKS
 Price shown excludes postage/shipping.
 Fixed postage costs as follows will be added:
UK GBP 3.00; Europe GBP 7.00 (airmail); ROW GBP 10.50 (airmail).
 Buying more than one book may result in a lower shipping cost per
book.
The following books have been reduced by at least 50% from their original
price.
2553 The House of the Four Winds HS 1st 1935 VG/G+
£40
3929 Midwinter HM reprint 1923 VG-/G+
£7
3967 The Long Traverse HS 1st 1941 VG-/G+
£12
4918 Prester John TN illustr n.d. VG
£5
rd
5201 The Northern Muse TN 3 1924 VG/G+
£5
5225 The Last Secrets TN 1st 1923 G+
£8
5990 The Courts of the Morning TN NU leather 1931 G+
£8
6228 Grey Weather BH 1st 1899 VG£125
6305 The Long Traverse HS 1st 1941 G+
£5
st
6325 The Adventures of Dickson McCunn HS 1 n.d. VG£15
6374 Greenmantle HS 6th n.d. G+
£3
6406 The Three Hostages HS 9th 1924 VG£7
6426 Prester John TN Famous Books n.d. VG-/G+
£10
6476 The Gap in the Curtain HS 1st 1932 G+
£6
6659 The Path of the King TN NU cream d/w 1930 VG-/G+
£5
st
6722 Castle Gay HS 1 1930 G+
£5
6727 Huntingtower HS 1st 1922 G+
£6
6730 Life’s Adventure St Hugh’s 1st 1947 G+
£4
st
6751 The King’s Grace HS 1 1935 VG-/G+
£4
6756 The Power-House WB 1st 1916 G+
£10
st
6967 Francis and Riversdale Grenfell TN 1 1920 VG£20
7033 John Burnet of Barns BH 1st 1898 G+
£50
7109 The Moon Endureth WB 1st 1912 G+
£25
st
7429 Scholar Gipsies BH 1 1896 G+
£60
8315 Great Hours in Sport TN Edinburgh Lib n.d. VG-/G+
£8

8419 The Island of Sheep HS 1st 1936 VG/G+
8639 Julius Caesar PD 1st 1932 G+
8736 A Prince of the Captivity HS 1st 1933 VG/copy
8763 The Gap in the Curtain HS 1st 1932 G+
8767 The King’s Grace HS Large paper 1st 1935 VG/VG-

Crask Books
Partners: WP Thackeray, A.C.I.B. J Thackeray, B.Sc.

£25
£4
£10
£5
£7

